
 

 

 

 
   

If you think about cost  

You should really look at a new concept 

 

Long Term Low Maintenance  

On all exterior timber with TCM Spa N Deck 

= 

175 THB per m2 
 

 Each year fix budged including full service + guarantee 
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Spa N Deck – the finish that has changed woodcare forever 
 

 

The magic results of the 5 step process – POWERLIFT + PREP SOLUTION + 3 coats SPA N DECK 

 

Once you change to the SPA N Deck – System –  

You can just forget noisy and dusty re-grinding!! 

 

TCM Asia offers you the first application Spa N Deck for 380.00 THB in full service. 

 

After 2 years TCM will offer you a rework of the full area for 320.00 THB.  

 

All repair or touch up work caused of accident damage or because of heavy 

wear and tear would be reworked on m2 base for 310.00 THB including labor. 

 

Down calculated on 4 years your budged for a nice looking decking will be  

700.00 THB / 4 years = 175.00 THB per m2/year. 

 

 

For your project calculation: 

 
 

Your m2 
Full service first 

application 
Total THB remarks 

today  X 380 THB   

 
Full service second 

application   
In 2 

years  X 320 THB   
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Guarantee 
 

The Flood Company Australia warrants that FLOOD Pro Spa-N-Deck will protect  

against cracking, peeling or blistering for four (4) years on vertical surfaces such as 

weatherboards, fences, ect. and two (2) years on horizontal surfaces such as decks 

from the date of application. The warranty does not cover wood that was water 

damaged nor does it cover normal wear and tear. If Flood Pro Spa-N-Deck fails to 

perform as described above, Flood Australia will provide an equivalent of new 

product at no charge and TCM Asia will apply the product at no charge. The 

warranty does not include transportation cost and site set up like scaffolding or 

security equipment.  

   

 


